EXPOSED SUBFLOOR TREATMENT
For typical subfloor odors: (Coverage rate 600 s/f to 800 s/f)
Step 1) Set sprayer tip on fan pattern. Saturate all obvious stained areas. (This step allows the subfloor
pores to open allowing step 3 to penetrate beyond the surface level.)
Step 2) Set sprayer tip on pencil point pattern. Saturate the perimeter of each room
spraying behind the tack strip and underneath the baseboard.
Step 3) Set sprayer tip on fan pattern. Saturate the entire subfloor, making sure to get 100% coverage to
all areas. Note: Apply enough product to darken the subfloor color.
Step 4) Set sprayer tip on fan pattern. Spray perimeter of room concentrating on spraying the
baseboard. Lightly spray the walls if you suspect animal marking. Safe to use on watersafe surfaces.
Test in an inconspicuous area before application on walls.
Step 5) Set thermostat fan to “run” (fan should be running full time). Set sprayer tip on very fine mist
pattern and spray into each intake HVAC vent for 10 seconds.
Stretch in flooring may be installed immediately after treatment is complete.
If glue will be used in the installation, allow Smell Zapper to dry completely.

For heavily saturated subfloors: (Coverage rate 250 s/f to 350 s/f)
Step 1) Set sprayer tip on fan pattern. Saturate all obvious stained areas. (This step allows the subfloor pores to open
allowing step 3 to penetrate beyond the surface level.)
Step 2) Set sprayer tip on pencil point pattern. Saturate the perimeter of each room spraying behind the tack strip and
underneath the baseboard.
Step 3) Pour Smell Zapper into a clean 5 gallon bucket. Do not dilute. Using a spaghetti style mop, apply heavily to the entire
subfloor making sure to cover 100% of tack strip and subfloor area. Apply enough product so that the area remains wet for 1
hour. For extreme cases once applied cover with plastic to slow dry time. Let stand overnight.
Step 4) Set sprayer tip on fan pattern. Spray perimeter of room concentrating on spraying the baseboard. Lightly spray the walls
if you suspect animal marking. Safe to use on watersafe surfaces. Test in an inconspicuous area before application on walls.
Step 5) Set thermostat fan to “run” (fan should be running full time). Set sprayer tip on very fine mist pattern and spray into
each intake HVAC vent for 10 seconds. For extreme cases saturate furnace filter or replace with a clean furnace filter.
Extreme odor problem. If the subfloor is very heavily saturated with pet urine repeat step 2 and 3.
Stretch in flooring may be installed immediately after treatment is complete.
If glue will be used in the installation, allow Smell Zapper to dry completely.

Existing hard surface flooring LVT, LVP, tile floors
Step 1) Using pump up sprayer saturate flooring concentrating on all grout lines / butt joints.
Step 2) Using a saturated spaghetti mop, apply sprayed material to all areas working across grout lines or butt joints.
Step 3) Dry mop surface of flooring to remove any excess product.
On moisture intolerant wood flooring, cork, etc, check with manufacturer for recommendations. 				
Always test in an inconspicuous area.

Existing Carpet
Saturate carpet in soiled areas. Apply enough product to saturate carpet, pad and subfloor level using a pump-type sprayer by
pressing the wand tip into the soiled carpet and allowing the pressure to saturate the layers. Let carpet dry naturally.

